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“With Kindest Regards to You and Miss Sparks” Reflective Essay
By Claire Kelly

Introduction
About a year and a half ago, I was laying on my stomach on the floor of the Nashville
Archives with dozens of letters strewn about on every side of me. I was looking for inspiration for a
photography project I wanted to make about my uncle, a walking mailman of 29 years. After trying
and failing to find old images of post offices, my professor suggested that I ask the archivist if I
could see any letters they had, as that seemed like the next best thing. The archivist soon brought me
a box labeled “Katherine Sparks Collection,” which I opened to find letter after letter. I started
reading, discovering names and convoluted stories of family, and writing it all down to try to make
sense of it. I noted the various names, dates, and stories, trying to find the connections of how these
people were related and how the stories in the letters worked together chronologically. My notes, my
brain, and the floor around me were all a scattered mess. The more I read and learned, I seemed to
understand even less.
After reading countless letters and slowly connecting the branches of the family tree revealed
to me in them, I was glad to finally stumble upon a photograph (Fig. 1). It showed a little boy at a
train station, holding out his hand to be held by the hand of a woman who was blurry and only half
in the frame. The photograph wasn’t accompanied by any identifiers—no date, no names, no
location. The only descriptor was the line written by an archivist on the folder that held the
photograph, “Unknown woman with unknown boy at train station.”
The image of the woman and boy at the train evoked in me the feelings of mystery, intrigue,
and ambiguity that I have now recaptured and expressed in my thesis work. I wondered so many
things about this image. Who is the woman? Is she Katherine? Who is the boy? Could he be
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Katherine’s brother, making
the woman in the photo her
mother? Is this an image that
Katherine

took

of

total

strangers? Where are they
going, are they boarding the
train or have they just arrived
at their destination? Who are
the men behind them? As I
examined this image, looking
closer to try to learn more, I felt that I was left with even more questions than I had before. To me,
this image came to represent the search for an understanding of this continuing mystery. The image
held countless unknowns, leaving me with so much intrigue and a desire to discover more of this
story.
Little did I know then that a brief experience with a box of letters and a mysterious
photograph would spark a year-and-a-half-long body of work. That day at the archives inspired a
project surrounding the life of Katherine Sparks, attempting to learn and retell her story through the
combination of archival imagery and my own imagery. This body of photographic work brings
Katherine’s story back to life, using her as a catalyst to examine the significance of letters and the
artist’s relationship with the archive. My images are inspired by the stories and characters that are
held in the Katherine Sparks Collection as well as research surrounding the importance of letters
and the postal service. These images, in combination with the archive, breathe new life into this
story and create a new interpretation of these letters that have been sitting in a closed box for years.
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The Research Process
In her book Field Guide to Getting Lost, Rebecca Solnit discusses how places and landscapes
can continue to hold the emotions of events that happened there long ago, and to me, these letters
hold the same power. Solnit says, “Perhaps it’s that you can’t go back in time, but you can return to
the scenes of a love, of a crime, of happiness, and of a fatal decision; the places are what remain, are
what you can possess, are what is immortal. They become the tangible landscape of memory, the
places that made you, and in some way you too become them.”.1 Reading the letters in the archive
allowed me to enter these stories and emotions of the past in a similar way. The letters are what
remain of Katherine’s life, they are this tangible memory of her that make up her story and allow me
to possess it. This ability to hold her history and her stories in my hands is what drew me to this
archive and what kept me coming back.
With over 18,000 letters, photographs, and legal documents housed in this collection, there
was seemingly infinite material to go over. I focused my research on the personal correspondence
between members of the Sparks family and friends. The letters were written by members of the
Sparks family, Katherine herself, members of the Satterwrite family, friends, doctors, lawyers, and
countless others writing with business dealings. As the research progressed, it became very
complicated to establish one clear story line of Katherine’s life. But that evolved into a large
component of the beauty and mystery of her story for me. I realized that I did not want to establish
a clear timeline and make images that directly reflected specific stories; instead, I wanted to lean in to
the sense of confusion that the letters were creating in me.
My biggest research find occurred one day at the archives when I was going through letters
as I usually did. I pulled out a letter that had a little envelope paper clipped to it, on which was
written “Lock of hair, Dwight Henry?” Inside the envelope was a little lock of golden hair with a
1

Rebecca Solnit, A Field Guide to Getting Lost (Langara College, 2018), 117.
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light blue ribbon tied around it (Fig. 2). The fact
that this lock of hair, which had been mailed in a
letter many years ago, had survived this long was
incredible, and it led to my discovery of many more
archival objects. The archivist found an entire box
of archived memorabilia, including ornamental
hand fans, a small United States flag, railway tickets,
event invitations, and so much more. One of the
most consequential finds in this box was an
embroidery that said “Forget me not” (Fig. 3),
which echoed the sentiments of my work and
seemed like I was meant to find it and connect with
it. This memorabilia allowed me to more deeply
connect with Katherine Sparks, as these objects
were physical relics of her memories and life
experiences. It is remarkable to hold a relic from
another person’s life, feeling its significance and
weight in your hand.
Through discussions with archivists at the
Nashville Archives, I learned some of the history of the Katherine Sparks Collection itself. Many of
the letters show significant damage—browning and breaking down of the papers (Fig. 4)—because
the letters were stored close to a fireplace when members of the Sparks family were holding on to
them. The family had held onto the letters in hopes that there may be money hidden in them, but
then the letters were thrown aside after they had been searched. They then suffered rain damage, as
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they were left out by the street as trash, when
someone discovered them and saved them from
being destroyed. It is miraculous that these letters
are preserved to the extent that they are, and even
that they still exist, considering they were quite
literally rescued from the trash. Knowing that
Katherine’s story was so close to being lost forever
makes the archive even more consequential.
I also dove into artistic references that inspired
my creative direction and taught me about how to
effectively use the archive in my own work. One of
my biggest artistic references was Stacy Renee
Morrison’s “The Girl of My Dreams,” which brings back to life the story of a woman whose trunk
Morrison found in New York City. She creates this ghost-like character of the woman, stating that
the woman lives then and now, she is both a part of Morrison and is her own being. This is very
similar to the viewpoint that I take in my work and how I personally feel about Katherine Sparks.
Another artistic reference was Zoe Leonard’s “The Fae Richards Photo Archive,” which creates an
archive of the life of a character created by Zoe Leonard. This work served as a great model of how
to effectively tell a character’s story through a series of images. These works, among many others,
heavily influenced my stylistic and narrative choices in my own project.
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Making the Photographs
These images were made in collaboration with Julianna Moore, a fellow Belmont student, as
she essentially became my Katherine throughout the course of the project. Together, we explored
what she meant to us and how to best recreate her essence in photographs. We strove to recreate
her, but only partially. As Susan Sontag explains in her book On Photography, “a photograph is both a
pseudo-presence and a token of absence.”2 The goal in making my own images for this work was to
do just that—create a pseudo-presence of Katherine while also showing her absence, my inability to
fully capture her. I wanted to capture this sense of unattainability, the distance between us. My
images do not show Katherine’s face (Fig. 5), as to
show her face would be giving too much of her
away.

In

The

Accidental

Masterpiece,

Michael

Kimmelman asserts that photographs by their
nature never tell us as much as we expect they will.3
I learned through this philosophy that the best
images tell the viewer just enough, but never too
much, and leave room for wonder. This informed
my own process, as I made sure to never tell too
much in an image.
As the image-making process progressed, my
images

grew

experimental. I

to

be

more

expressive

and

let go of planning specific

photographs and ideas before making them. As Henri Cartier-Bresson believed, “Thinking should
be done beforehand and afterwards, never while actually taking a photograph.” Much of my thinking
2
3

Susan Sontag, On Photography (Penguin, 2019), 16.
Michael Kimmelman, The Accidental Masterpiece: On the Art of Life, and Vice Versa(Penguin Press, 2006), 49.
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occurred while I was sifting through the archives, before making images. I learned that I take better
photographs when I don’t try to meticulously plan them, but instead I let the photographs create
themselves and pull me in a specific direction. Most of the final images I selected were not
thought-out before I made them—they just arrived in the moment.
I focused on different aspects of Katherine’s
body and clothes (Fig. 6), then focused further on
smaller details like her hands, shadows, and
silhouettes, while also trying to distort and disorient
the images. The images are intentionally blurred,
from some combination of putting vaseline on my
camera lens, changing the focus of the camera, or
using a slow shutter speed and moving my camera
during exposure (Fig. 7). This choice became
essential to the work, as it shows that Katherine is
part memory ghost and part real person who lived a
whole life. The images convey that inability to
perfectly capture her, that same mystery that I felt
when I was sorting through the archives trying to
find her whole story. I don’t know her whole story,
the archive doesn’t know her whole story, and the
viewer shouldn’t know her whole story, so
straight-on, literal images would give away too
much. Following Susan Sontag’s instruction that
“the camera’s rendering of reality must always hide
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more than it discloses,”4 I keep parts of Katherine hidden from these images. The beauty of
Katherine’s story is that only a little bit is given away, leaving the viewer longing to be more
connected with her. Every time you discover a bit more, you walk away feeling like you understand
and know her even less. As we try to discover her, she slips through our fingers. She is a ghost we
cannot catch.

Central Themes in the Work
1. The Significance of Letters
Letters are intimate and personal, they hold a part of the writer’s being in them. I learned
that this is why I am so fascinated with letters and handwriting—they are one of the ways to most
intimately express oneself. They hold our thoughts and emotions, our stories and dreams, our
excitements and heartbreaks. Letter writing and letter reading are intimately personal experiences; so
personal, in fact, that we have our own private mailboxes at our homes. Mail used to be picked up by
recipients at public post offices, until the post office became a stage for personal heartbreaks during
the Civil War, as families learned of their loved ones’ deaths or captures via letter.5 The emotional
response to learning of the death of a loved one shouldn’t be a public spectacle, and postal clerks in
Cleveland lead the charge for the implementation of personal mailboxes at people’s homes for this
very reason. Even the core structure of how we receive our letters is based on the idea that they are
objects we hold close to us.
We live in a time when the importance and prevalence of letters is rapidly declining.
Historically, letter writing was the only form of long-distance communication possible. In an age of
technological connection, why send a letter to a friend across the country when you can just pick up
your phone and call her? The mail seems inconsequential to many people in my generation, which is
4
5

Sontag, On Photography, 23.
Winifred Gallagher, How the Post Office Created America: A History (Penguin Group USA, 2017), 150.
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in vast contrast to historical views of the mail. In the age of the Pony Express, riders “had to
promise to protect the mail with their very lives.”6 A letter was so important that human life was to
be risked in order to deliver it. It is this determination of mail carriers and reliance on the mail for
communication that kept the postal service alive and vibrant, and people truly believing in the
importance of letters is why many letters from history still exist today. But my generation will leave
behind a much less substantial paper history, as so much of our communication is held digitally.
Today, we don’t write letters out of necessity. We write letters for nostalgia, for the
sentimentality of an important life event, for the personal touch of one’s handwriting, to capture the
beauty of the handmade. When writing a letter today, it is because a letter is more beautiful than a text
or an email. We write letters to honor the practice of letter writing, to prevent it from becoming
obsolete. Katherine Sparks’s life being immortalized through almost entirely letters makes an
argument for the importance of letters, and my work reveres the practice of letter writing,
highlighting the stories that letters can preserve.

2. Hands and the Handwritten
I have always been fascinated by hands. When people talk, I love watching the way they
gesture and use their hands to express themselves. When people dance, their movement extends all
the way to their fingertips. One can tell what kind of work someone does by the state of their hands,
whether they’re cracked and coarse or smooth and well-kept. Almost everything we do involves our
hands. They hold the impact and scars of our daily lives. Our handwriting is similar to our hands in
that it shows a part of who we are—a person’s handwriting gives a glimpse into her life and her
story. My fascination with hands includes handwriting; I have always loved watching people write
and seeing how their handwriting reflects who they are.
6

Gallagher, How the Post Office Created America: A History, 133.
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This visual idea of hands connects to the exploration of what it means for something to be
handmade. Letters hold beauty because they are handmade—they house your handwriting, your
fingerprints, and ink from your pen. They become this tangible representation of the personal
relationships and stories that the words on the paper
tell. Part of what draws me to these old letters is the
beautiful handwritings that can be found in them
(Fig. 8). The elegant, expressive cursive is so
beautiful and reflects so much about the person who
wrote the letter and the time they wrote it in. When
looking at the letters in the Katherine Sparks
Collection, I always found myself most drawn to the
letters with the most interesting handwritings.
My own images also reflect my fascination with
hands, as many of the photographs are cropped
tightly on the hands and gestures (Fig. 9). I treat the
archival images in the same way, exploring the
subjects’ gestures and hand postures. When looking
at archival images, I was immediately drawn to the
expressiveness of the hands in them, and I wanted to
communicate that in my work. Cropping in on hands
in the archival images (Fig. 10) became an essential
practice for me, as it creates a whole new image that
can tell an even more interesting and complex story.
When photographers began experimenting with
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close cropping, they “found that as they more
narrowly

cropped

reality,

magnificent

forms

appeared.”7 Photography creates a new way of
seeing reality that can make it even more beautiful
and interesting, and through this project I learned
that cropping reality is a great way to successfully
accomplish this. My own experiments with cropping
closer and closer allowed me to create images that
were much more interesting than the original, full
image had been. Cropping these images put focus
on the work’s core themes, such as hands, and created distortions of reality that conveyed the
mystery and ghostliness of Katherine in the work. These cropped archival images, in tandem with
my own images and the archival letters, explore the meaning of our hands and what they can show
about someone’s story.

3. Voices in the Archive
Sifting through an archive is an almost meditative process, and it connects you to people and
places all throughout history. People and their stories are held in the archive, re-discovered when
people like me go looking for them. Susan Sontag explores the role of a collector of historical
objects, determining that “in a world that is well on its way to becoming one vast quarry, the
collector becomes someone engaged in a pious work of salvage.”8 This idea of the “pious work of
salvage” is how I view my time spent with the archive. Those of us who are pulled towards the

7
8

Sontag, On Photography, 90.
Sontag, On Photography, 76.
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archive have this inexplicable drive to salvage, to save or rediscover something that has been hidden
away and lost with time.
Without the archive, this record of Katherine Sparks would be lost—a small part of history
that would go undiscovered and unexplored. The archive called to me in that way, encouraging me
to make sure that her story does get discovered and explored. I saw something significant in this
collection of letters that seems so ordinary, because I saw it through the context of photography.
Photographic seeing has been described as “an aptitude for discovering beauty in what everybody
sees but neglects as too ordinary.”9 When I discovered the Katherine Sparks Collection, I felt called
to draw out the immense beauty that it held, to create interest in these letters that had been
neglected and cast aside as “too ordinary.”
This work is a demonstration of my own personal relationship with the archive and what it
means to me as an artist. Katherine Sparks allows me to be both an artist and a historian. In
exploring the archive, I long to learn about the person who created this archive—Katherine and her
family—and also learn about the person who is working with the archive—myself. I have
simultaneously found Katherine’s voice and my own voice in the archive.

4. The Passage of Time and Memory
“The past itself, as historical change continues to accelerate, has become the most surreal of
subjects—making it possible to see a new beauty in what is vanishing.”10 This is one of the greatest
lessons I learned through this work—there is so much beauty in what is vanishing as time
progresses, and we should capture that beauty while we can. I found myself fascinated by and
connected to history, longing to learn more about these people who lived before me. Time is what
makes these archival letters, photographs, and objects so interesting. Time separates us from history,
9
10

Sontag, On Photography, 89.
Sontag, On Photography, 76.
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making these letters, photographs, and objects more interesting. They are things of the past,
memories as objects, rather than letters that exist today. They have survived till today, but they truly
lived and existed in another time. Holding the letters is like holding a physical memory—it doesn’t
belong in this era, it longs to return to the time from which it came..
When examining photographs of his mother when she was young, Roland Barthes states
that History is what separates him from those photographs.11 Yet, this History also makes these
photographs, and the early life of his mother, more interesting to him. He asserts, “the life of
someone whose existence has somewhat preceded our own excloses in its particularity the very
tension of History, its division. History is hysterical: it is constituted only if we consider it, only if we
look at it—and in order to look at it, we must be excluded from it.”12 This idea of History is
prevalent in my work and my relationship to Katherine. I feel so deeply connected to her, like we
were meant to find each other, but History prevents me from fully accessing and knowing her. No
matter how many letters I read or photographs I made, I learned that this History would always hold
a power to separate us. In order to learn about her History, I must remain excluded from it.
This History, this separation through time, becomes a subject in my work. The aesthetic
choices in my images convey the passage of time and blur the past and present. In the archival
images, time is already inherently subject matter. A photograph can hold multiple tenses—both the
time that the photograph was taken and the time in which it is being viewed.13 The images in the
Katherine Sparks Collection have both the context of when they were taken, the past, and when they
are viewed, the present. A historical photograph shows “reality in a past state: at once the past and
the real.”14 These images exist both in the past and in reality. The people depicted now exist in the
past, but at the time they were alive, that past was the present reality (Fig. 11). This passage of time
11

Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida (Hill and Wang, 1981), 64.
Barthes, Camera Lucida, 65.
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since these images were taken cannot
be separated from them, and time
becomes a subject of these images.
As time passes, the present turns
into the past, and the past into
memory. But even memory is eroded
by time. W. G. Sebald wrote that
“everything is constantly lapsing into
oblivion with every extinguished life.
The world is, as it were, draining itself in that the history of countless places and objects which
themselves have no power of memory is never heard, never described or passed on.”15 Time is the
enemy of memory—as time goes on, the world is drained of memories that were never shared or
documented. They vanish. When memories are passed on and memorialized, time works in their
favor. This relationship to time is what makes memory consequential. Memories become more
beautiful as more time stands between us and them. Objects and stories gain beauty over time, and
once they become a part of history they gain this sort of indescribable quality, like a mark of time
has been stamped upon them. The relics from Katherine’s life have this mark of time.
Barthes determines that “photography has something to do with resurrection,”16 and that is
what these images have come to mean to me. Katherine lived before me, but I have brought her
back to exist now. We can use the camera as a tool to resurrect the past, to bring back realities that
have been lost to time. I truly learned this power that photography holds through my own
experience with Katherine and how I view her existence. She is a reality, but one of the past. My
images resurrect that reality, making her at once the past and the real. She both existed and exists.
15
16

Kimmelman, The Accidental Masterpiece: On the Art of Life, and Vice Versa,33.
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Her life is both then and now, her existence infinite. Time is the only thing that separates us, but
when time is blurred in these images, that separation dissipates and we can exist together.

Creating an Exhibition
Creating an exhibition (Fig. 12-13) was the
perfect book end for this work, as the project
began with the physical, handmade letters from the
archive, and now ended with the physical, tangible
presentation of the work. Through this part of my
work, I learned that printing, framing, and
installing a work give that work a new meaning, a
new life. Watching these images come to life as
they were printing gave them a sort of finality, as if
these prints were the final copies of the images,
rather than the digital images I saw on my screen.
The printed images became the work, the digital
images becoming obsolete. These prints came to
hold the same nostalgia and wonder that the letters
in the archive have. Printing allowed me to
continue the exploration of scale that had begun with cropping images on one specific detail.
Presenting archival images and letters at a scale that was true to the size of the actual image or letter
in the archive gave them an intimate and real quality, allowing viewers to interact with them the same
way that I did at the archive.
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As Diane Arbus observed, “A photograph is a secret about a secret. The more it tells you,
the less you know.”17 This idea informed much of my work while discovering and telling Katherine’s
story, as these letters felt like a secret, and creating photographs about the letters was a way to tell
little secrets about this secret archive. This idea was even alive in how the work was presented during
the exhibition—the gallery space, small and quirky, felt like another hidden secret. It was its own
secret corner of the world, empty, waiting to be filled with images. The exhibition was telling the
secret of both Katherine and of this space.
My decisions with the scale of the images
allowed the images to inhabit every area, every
corner, of the gallery space, even under a staircase
(Fig. 14). I embraced the idea that “every corner in
a house, every angle in a room, every inch of
secluded space in which we like to hide, or
withdraw into ourselves, is a symbol of solitude for
the imagination.”18 Each corner of this gallery became a vibrant place for my imagination to run
wild. I consciously chose to display images in every corner and crevice of the space, emphasizing the
scale of the images and filling the space with as much as it could hold. I wanted Katherine’s presence
to be felt in every inch of the room, allowing her to almost haunt the room. In The Poetics of Space,
Gaston Bachelard explores what it means to fill and inhabit corners, asserting that “images inhabit,
and all corners are haunted, if not inhabited.”19 This gallery space, with all of its little internal
corners, was tucked away in this building, becoming a secret corner itself. My images inhabited this
corner-like space and all of its own corners, allowing the idea of Katherine to haunt and inhabit the
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whole space. The exhibition became a place that was haunted, where the passage of time and
distance through History ceased to exist, where “both time and space are under domination of the
image.”20 It became a place where time and space didn’t matter, and we could exist with Katherine,
together.

20

Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, 223.
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